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Pain to Plate: The Invisible Cycle 

by Sophia Weinstein 

 

             A large portion of society lives by the notion that ignorance is bliss. They experience 

their lives in oblivion failing to seek the source of every decision they make. However, in the 

context of the policy I am about to discuss in depth, lack of awareness is detrimental to solving 

the issue. After witnessing the atrocities present within factory farms and hearing horror stories 

in which animals are literally torn to pieces, it is my obligation to stress the importance of chang-

ing the existing system. Humans have a distinct factor that animals don’t: a voice. Humans have 

the ability to articulate their concerns and lobby for concrete change in the political system. 

However, animals do not. They share the same emotional, physical, and psychological attributes 

that we all share but lack any communication skills. It is therefore our obligation and duty as 

people with the gift of being able to use our voices to protect the poor creatures who are being 

tortured as I am currently writing.  

    The history of  factory farms is quite complex and has only resulted in gridlock in the po-

litical system. “Currently, 97% of the 10 billion killed this year are farm animals”. These inno-

cent beings exist in a state of constant abuse-  deprived of adequate living spaces and care”( Fac-

tory Farming 1). Although NGO’s such as the sustainable table, PETA, and the Humane Society 

are aiming to combat the inherent problems within the agricultural system, the government fails 

to address these issues due to the incentives that come along with industrialized farming. The 
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first law enacted to address animal welfare issues was passed by Congress on March 3, 1873. 

Known as the “28 hour law”, it  required that operators of transportation vehicles provide ani-

mals with food, water, and adequate rest after every 28 hours. (Treatment of Farm Animals) 

However due to resistance from farmers, transportation companies, and economic advisors, ani-

mal cruelty started to escalate. By the 20th century, as America became more industrialized, 

transportation became the least of the issues as there were more brutal techniques arising to 

slaughter animals. In1966, there was another big milestone in combatting animal abuse as the 

“Animal Welfare Act “was adopted minimizing suffering but only enhancing the problem by al-

lowing farm animals to be experimented upon for agricultural research (Michael Moss). Current-

ly, factory farmed animals are genetically induced to produce more and more thus leading to 

rampant abuse and neglect. The nefarious techniques to kill animals are growing more each year 

and the problem is worsening as farm animals are viewed merely as units of productions rather 

than creatures with feelings. 

    Presently, people lack understanding of ethical and moral implications of animal abuse- com-

pounding the moral and ethical implications inherent in utilitarian thought.  This immoral men-

tality creates an environment that isn't conducive to any change. I think about the succulent food 

that sits on my plate as a symbol of my culture, a rewarding delight, or a flavorful experience -  

 ignorant of  the intricate process of how the food transitioned on to my plate. By no means do I 

desire the carnivores to eradicate the pleasure that comes from a meal as I do not myself. In fact,  

this is not the cause of the current problem. However, I do ask each of us to take a minute to 

think about the process any animal endures as it is becoming food. Think of the adorable piglets 

on commercials playing in the mud and running around before they are hung upside down and 
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their necks are slit. If this doesn't make you want to reconsider where and how you choose what 

you eat, then there is something incredibly wrong going on.  

      To give you a better idea of the specific practices that are committed, here are some treacher-

ous facts.  “In the US, more than 29 million cows suffer and die in the meat and dairy industries 

every year” (PETA 3) and “when still very young, many cows are branded(burned with hot 

irons), dehorned( their horns are gouged out or cut or burned off), and castrated- all without 

painkillers”( Bekoff 1). You might be thinking that this is not as catastrophic as it seems and that 

this practice is not common place, but trust me these nefarious actions get much worst. It is very 

usual to see animals being hung by their back legs and then scorned alive or stabbed in their back 

without anesthesia or any type of pain killer.  Livestock that develop diseases or aren't deemed 

satisfactory enough to be used for meat are left without food for days and are then chained up 

and picked up by tractors which thrown them into the “dead pile”. It is bad enough that the “suit-

able animals” are treated so callously, but torturing animals that aren't even going to be used for 

consumer purposes is blatantly wrong and quite frankly psychotic. Usually cattle are castrated, 

dehorned, and branded (burned with a number to label them)Male calves are kept in dark con 

fined crates that are no more than 30 inches wide and 72 inches long and are held down to ensure 

that they do not develop muscle strength and that their flesh remains tender (Factory Farming 1). 

      More statistics indicate   that 82 percent of cows used for daily production have their tails cut 

off, 65 percent of hogs tested from factory farms had pneumonia, 26-30 percent of chickens suf-

fer from defects dangerous enough to impair their walking ability and veterinarian John Webster 

even proclaimed that these livestock live in chronic pain for the last 20 years of their lives(Alana 

Ketler 1). It perplexes me that such gruesome practices are conducted in order to kill the animal I 

understand that animals need to be butchered for the meat industry, but there is something sadis-
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tics about the ways the killing is initiated. For example, Reporter Michael Moss from the New 

York Times  documented actions conducted that included “pigs locked in steam chambers until 

they died, calves born with  tangled legs, and sheep bred to produce lambs without any human 

assistance, with the newborns left to starve, freeze, or, as Moss documented, get battered to death 

by hail”( Michael Moss 1). 

      These are just a minute number of facts that are prevalent in factory farms. These might all 

seem like numbers and data listed and you might be asking yourself, why should I care? Take a 

minute to think about how you would respond if I asked you how you would feel if these nefari-

ous acts of violence were acted upon your dog or cat? If you are an animal lover like me, you 

would probably start a riot since pets are one of your most cherished and valued beings. But what 

is the difference between a domestic pet and a cow or pig or chicken? Furthermore, if you are not 

an animal person think about the ethical implications of the people who commit these acts of 

violence. If someone is able to sadistically laugh about animals hanging upside down bleeding to 

death, doesn't it say something about their moral and ethical compass? If they are able to act  

egregiously towards animals, then isn't  likely that they treat children or adults in a similar fash-

ion? Is it possible that we need to be vigilant of the mentalities of workers who are committing 

these crimes without even realizing that what they are doing is wrong? 

         These ethical issues raise the question of why these unscrupulous acts continue if they are 

so morally wrong. The first reason why this issue is inherent is because animals are regarded as 

property instead of living creatures. Animal rights issues in general are almost absent from aca-

demia and are not represented within law cases as animals are treated no greater than a piece of 

equipment- they are considered as valuable as a table or chair in law.  Although animal rights are 

slowly expanding for domesticated animals, “many anti state cruelty laws categorically exempt 
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farmed animals or standard husbandry practices, such as dehorning, debeaking, tail docking, and 

castration without pain relief. Furthermore, there is no federal law protecting chickens from cru-

elty or abuse on a farm, for instance, and state anti-cruelty laws often exempt them from protec-

tion.”(Feinburg 1). Currently, not only is there an absence of legal rights for factory farm ani-

mals, but also a lack of any sort of legal representation allowing for “zealous abuse with no ac-

countability.” (Yanklowitz 1). This data clearly indicates that the lack of legal resources availa-

ble to animals  is only exacerbating  the issue as workers use animals as their scape goats as they 

know there will be little to no consequences for their actions. Furthermore, because animals 

aren't legally protected, workers become more deceptive when their actions are questioned.  

           Furthermore, many people fail to recognize that farm animals are fully capable of emo-

tionally and physically feeling abuse and are evolutionarily not able to endure the suffering they 

face. In order to ensure that animals reproduce and survive, you would assume that farmers 

would treat them kindly; however, quite the opposite is true.  “Tragically, the agricultural revolu-

tion gave humans the power to ensure the survival and reproduction of domesticated animals 

while ignoring their subjective needs. In consequence, domesticated animals are collectively the 

most successful animals in the world, and at the same time they are individually the most miser-

able animals that have ever existed” as their needs are completely neglected (Harari 1). Farmers 

are oblivious to the fact that calves or pigs evolutionarily have adopted social skills, need nurture 

from their mothers, and have learned to communicate and cooperate. Modern science has al-

lowed for farmers to feel detached from the animal and handle them solely through torturous 

technology which completely defies what animals are naturally able to handle. Historically, 

farmers weren't adept to confining animals in abusive ways, “but once modern science had deci-

phered the secrets of birds, viruses and antibiotics, humans could begin to subject animals to ex-
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treme living conditions. With the help of vaccinations, medications, hormones, pesticides, central 

air-conditioning systems and automatic feeders, it is now possible to cram tens of thousands of 

chickens into tiny coops, and produce meat and eggs with unprecedented efficiency” (1). This 

growth of farming mechanisms have forced workers to become more alienated from the reality 

of how smart and fascinating these creatures truly are. What I am trying to reinforce is that ani-

mals are compassionate beings who at the least want to be treated in a humane way. Just as hu-

mans instinctively have certain needs such as shelter, food, and nurture, animals are no different.  

         Unfortunately, the conflict of factory of farm abuse is much more intricate than you might 

think and extends itself to a range of social and economic issues, the first one being a complete 

lack of awareness. Currently, the media completely skews the reality of factory farming . 

  These advertisements aired by companies such as Tyson subliminally play with our minds to 

inhibit us from knowing the truth. They market themselves as though everyone needs to succumb 

to their deceptive lies, but I am here to warn you against their trap. Next time you see Purdue 

Chicken presenting television commercials with cute chickens frolicking freely and happily 

through fields or Mc Donalds explaining why their happy meal is so delightful, think twice and 

don't be fooled. Although the media has a negative role and response to many social issues, the 

factory farm situation is particularly bad due to ag gag bills. The reason why media is able to lie 

to us or act as though they are oblivious is because it is deemed a federal violation to take camera 

or video footage of factory farms. The intent of ag gag laws are to “to criminalize people who 

blow the whistle on animal abuse, labor violations, ground  water pollution and further malprac-

tice within factory farms” (Martindale 1). In other words, in order to protect the rights of farmers 

no allegations are allowed to be made against any practices administered within factory farms. 

This is obviously detrimental to animals as the main groups that ag gag laws target are animal 
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rights organizations such as Mercy For Animals, PETA, the Humane Society, and Compassion 

Over Killing- all of whom work tirelessly to expose the rampant torture of these animals on na-

tional news. To make matters worst, an extreme bill was implemented in 2004 known as the 

“Animal and Ecological Terrorist Act” listing photography of a factory farm site as a terrorist 

act. To share how damaging the lack of footage is, I will share a story I read that derived from 

one of the very few secret videos taken against ag gag laws. This news story involved a worker 

hired by the animal rights group Mercy for Animals to work at a Tyson Farm to act as a secret 

agent. The hidden camera that the worker brought showed a chicken’s head being ripped off by a 

slaughter house worker and chickens being stacked on top of each other on the conveyor belt just 

to be killed alive. (Madhani 1) Though there are only two or three instances where secret footage 

took place, the brutal acts revealed by them are common place. It is quite ironic that America 

prides itself upon having a free nation where the right to express yourself is encouraged while 

one of the worst atrocities is actively being concealed from society. It makes me wonder how far 

these workers are abusing their power to prohibit anyone from even coming in contact with these 

animals. 

  Along with all of the other inhumane treatments that factory farm animals have to endure, 

their health is further deteriorating through the use of GMO’s, hormones, and antibiotics. Factory 

farms heavily rely on these harmful substances to market themselves to the mass number of con-

sumers. While in the short run farmers might think this is most conducive to economic output, in 

the long run animals will continue to succumb to debilitating diseases. It is common that “about 

five to ten days after normal, healthy piglets are weaned off of their mothers milk, they become 

pale, gaunt, anorexic causing them to catobolize, or break down their own tissues and organs, 

especially self cannibalizing. Next comes emaciation. Then euthanasia” (Paul). Animals are 
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being fed damaging hormones which affect every part of their body and then seep right into the 

food we eat everyday.  The worst diseases imaginable are being brought upon these poor animals 

“including infertility, immune problems, accelerated aging, faulty insulin regulation, and changes 

to major organs and the gastrointestinal system” (Entine 1). It might alarm you to know that 

there is a direct correlation between the illnesses contracted by animals to the illnesses passed on 

to the humans that eat the meat. Researchers have found that symptoms such as digestive orders, 

damaged organs, infertility, weak immune systems, and chronic depression that affect the factory 

farm animals through these pesticides are directly affecting the humans eating them. Unfortu-

nately, the existing socioeconomic policies are only exacerbating the issue as many people can-

not afford to buy organic sustainable food or afford food that originates from ethical butchery.  

        Currently, the bills and plans to combat the current issue are greatly lacking. In fact, there 

are many more bills enacted to protect farmers such as “The Animal and Ecological Terrorism 

Act” than the animals who are facing extreme consequences from not being represented. There 

are a  few existing laws such as the “Humane Methods of Slaughter Act” proposed in 1958 

which requires the proper treatment of animals being slaughtered excluding chickens or birds. 

However, it is pretty obvious that these types of laws aren't being implemented properly or are 

being supervised by higher powers. In order to combat these shameful issues I have addressed, I 

have come up with a strategic bill entitled “An Act to halt factory farm animal abuse” to ensure 

that these animals are treated in an ethical manner.  

     Firstly, to combat the lack of legal resources for animals, I would like to 1) increase the 

amount of money and institutions to provide legal support for factory farm animals and 2) revise 

and enforce the existing laws present pertaining to factory farm animals. Whereas there are only 
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150 law schools that provide animal law programs and there is a lack of money going towards 

these programs thus leading to inefficient programs, I propose that at least two percent of the  

profits that goes towards the U.S. Department of Agriculture get funneled into burgeoning ani-

mal law programs. As a result, there can be more diverse classes ranging from the civil rights of   

 animals, the environmental conditions of animals, and the criminal charges of animal abuse. 

There can also be an expanding number of doctoral and even undergraduate programs that can 

spike the interest of people who are very passionate about the issue but do not feel as though they 

can have a role in making a difference.  

      To address the second point, many laws are skewed leaving them to be abused or un-

addressed. To fix this, I first propose to not regard animals as property but rather living creatures 

that simply lack a voice. As my evidence above can attest to, animals have the same intelligence, 

emotions, and physical feelings as we do, so there is no need to regard them as mere objects. 

More specifically, it is currently true that “every state in the country has an animal cruelty stat-

ute. However, due to common farming or standard industry practice exemptions, farm animals 

are left unprotected from cruelty” (Croswell 1). To solve that issue, I would mandate that every 

animal under the law should be treated equally in order to prevent the corrupt excuses that farm 

industries make up. Another law I would amend is the Humane “Methods of Livestock Slaughter 

Act” which currently requires that animals go unconscious before being slaughtered. According 

to agencies such as the Department of Agriculture, poultry aren't considered animals therefore 

leaving only five percent of farm animals to be applied to this law. I would amend this law by 

categorizing any farm animal to be applicable to this existing law and require that there are 

workers hired to verify compliance starting this summer.  This would entail workers ensuring 

that animals become unconscious through pawinless procedures that do not involve any of the 
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treacherous means of slaughter such as stabbing them without anesthetics. I would next eradicate 

any law that proclaims that it is justifiable to harm animals to meet consumers demands. For ex-

ample, depriving chickens of food to amplify egg production is not a justified means and under 

my amendment would result in imprisonment of the worker.  

         In terms of more of the logistics, I would enact laws prohibiting any kind of torturous 

mechanism or procedure that inflicts physical or psychological pain to the animal. I would first 

ban confinement of animals. Whereas currently farm animals are confined in gestation crates or 

battery cages where they don't have room to stand or  turn around, I propose that animals will be 

close to family members and allowed to be in cages where they can freely walk around. Next, I 

would propose that firstly no procedure should be done without an anesthetic and nothing should 

involve mutilating the animal’s body part, starvation, branding, castrating, or any similar proce-

dure. Veterinarians and animal experts would be hired to dictate what treatment is humane or 

inhumane and clearly lay that out for the U.S. Department of Agriculture and all monopolized 

factory farms such as Tyson or Purdue. Furthermore, incentives would be provided such as high-

er salaries or promotion  to workers to encourage them to treat animals ethically rather than wor-

rying about mass production.       

       In order to address the massive lack of awareness, I would firstly eliminate both the ag gag 

laws and  the   Animal and Ecological Terrorist Act. The only way to eradicate factory farm an-

imal abuse is to know exactly what is happening behind the doors of this corrupt institution. 

Cameras will be legally allowed and in fact required within these farms as well as constant video 

surveillance by which animal rights groups such as Mercy for Animals, PETA, the Humane 

Society, etc are allowed to be on ground to monitor workers. In addition to surveillance on 

ground, for every major abuse incident, the particular factory farm will have to broadcast televi-
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sion commercials publicly apologizing for the abuse they committed and allow the news to share 

the atrocity on media.  

     Lastly, to combat the issues dealing with the injection of GMO’s, hormones, and antibiotics in 

animals, I would like to impose a strategic plan to convert dominant large factory farms to small-

er organically produced farms. The U.S. Department of Agriculture will be mandated to provide 

20 percent of the money being funneled into abusive farms to smaller free range  farms. The use 

of any types of hormones, pesticides, antibiotics, or artificial substances which negatively affect 

the animal and consumers health shall be banned no matter what factory farm it is coming from. 

Furthermore the government will impose taxes on fast food chains such as McDonalds  for not 

purchasing products from sustainable foods and will open up healthy fast food chains that are 

affordable for those on the lower socioeconomic scale. Furthermore, I would mandate that food 

stamps would apply for organic and sustainable food so that these farms will no longer use the 

excuse that animal abuse is justified to feed those who cant afford more sustainable food. 

     In addition to the goal of halting all animal abuse on factory farms, there are many advantages 

that come along with my proposed bill.The first advantage to my proposed policy would be less 

economic insecurity. Because the food industry will be forced to propel towards safer and more 

secure food, people on the lower socioeconomic scale will not have to struggle to pay for better 

food and thus the demand for cheap factory farm food will go down leading to supply going  

down. The second advantage would be that because the animal is now healthier, the risks of con-

sumers getting health risks diminish greatly. It is proven that the chemicals induced into animals  

can cause heart disease, a greater risk of cancer, susceptibility to chronic disease, and drug re-

sistant bacteria in humans. It is estimated that “70 percent of the antibiotics used in the U.S. are 

given to farm animals for non-therapeutic purposes” (Factory Farming and Human Health 1). By 
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eliminating antibiotics, hormones, and GMO’s in animals, we are also ensuring that consumers 

don't suffer any effects from what they eat. A third advantage is that the overall environment 

would be safer as chemicals would no longer be seeping into the dirt and water stream. Further-

more, the whole agricultural system will be less corrupt as the public will be aware of the prac-

tices existing in farms and be able to protest and hopefully overturn the system.    

 Conclusively, my bill is aimed to fix the shattered farming system and help these harm-

less animals who are constantly suffering. I am sick of watching heart breaking videos depicting 

the excruciating pain and distress that animals have to endure while workers sit back and laugh. 

Along with all of the strategic goals that I intend to implement, I am also asking you to take a 

roll in preventing this dire issue from increasing. By supporting me in my endeavor to urge the 

Department of Agriculture to aggregate the interests of the public and animal rights activists, 

concrete change can occur.  
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     Sophia: you’ve done SOOOO well on this project. Way to see it through and go for it! There 

are sill some minor tone slippages into the more formal informational tone and voice, but they’re 

few and far between! Your consistency and revision process shows your intellect, dedication and 

prowess as a writer. Bravo.  
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